Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In atomic gases^[@CR1]^, high-harmonic radiation is produced via a three-step process of ionization, acceleration, and recollision by a strong-field infrared laser. This mechanism has been intensively investigated in the extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray regions^[@CR2],[@CR3]^, forming the basis of attosecond research^[@CR1]^. In solid-state materials, which are characterized by crystalline symmetry and strong interactions, yielding of harmonics has just recently been reported^[@CR4]--[@CR20]^. The observed high-harmonic generation was interpreted with fundamentally different mechanisms, such as interband tunneling combined with dynamical Bloch oscillations^[@CR4],[@CR5],[@CR7]--[@CR12],[@CR21],[@CR22]^, intraband thermodynamics^[@CR16]^ and nonlinear dynamics^[@CR23]^, and many-body electronic interactions^[@CR6],[@CR15],[@CR17]--[@CR19],[@CR24]^. Here, in a distinctly different context of a three-dimensional Dirac semimetal, we report on experimental observation of high-harmonic generation up to the seventh order driven by strong-field terahertz pulses. The observed non-perturbative high-harmonic generation is interpreted as a generic feature of terahertz-field-driven nonlinear intraband kinetics of Dirac fermions. We anticipate that our results will trigger great interest in detection, manipulation, and coherent control of the nonlinear response in the vast family of three-dimensional Dirac and Weyl materials.

High-harmonic generation (HHG) in two-dimensional Dirac semimetals (single-layer graphene^[@CR14],[@CR16],[@CR17]^ and 45-layer graphene^[@CR7]^) has been reported very recently for pump pulses both in the terahertz (10^12^ Hz, 1 THz ∼4 eV)^[@CR7],[@CR16]^ and mid-infrared or near-infrared (0.2--0.8 eV) ranges^[@CR14],[@CR17]^. Although previous theoretical investigations pointed out that the peculiar linear energy-momentum dispersion relation (Dirac cone) should be essential for HHG in graphene (see e.g., ref. ^[@CR25]--[@CR27]^), the strong dependence on pump laser frequencies observed in the experiments favors different mechanisms. For the mid-infrared or near-infrared HHG, the interband transitions (combined with Bloch oscillations) play the crucial role, while the linear dispersion relation is not a prerequisite^[@CR14]^. A similar mechanism involving interband transitions can also be applied to terahertz (THz) HHG in lightly-doped multi-layer graphene, whereas the exact shape of the carrier distribution was found to play only a minor role^[@CR7]^. In contrast, for heavily electron-doped graphene, intraband processes become important and HHG was ascribed to THz-field heated hot-electrons while assuming the electron subsystem thermalized quasi-instantaneously^[@CR16]^.

One may expect to observe THz HHG universally in the Dirac materials also of higher dimension, e.g., three-dimensional (3D) Dirac or Weyl semimetals. However, THz HHG so far has not been reported for this class of materials, and the mechanism for observing THz HHG in a 3D Dirac material remains elusive. Here, we report on time-resolved detection of non-perturbative THz HHG in the 3D Dirac semimetal Cd~3~As~2~, and a real-time theoretical analysis of the THz-field driven kinetics of the Dirac fermions that is directly linked to the linear dispersion relation. Our results show that the THz-field driven nonlinear kinetics of the Dirac electrons is the mechanism responsible for the efficient generation of high-harmonic radiation, as well as for its non-perturbative fluence dependence in Cd~3~As~2~.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Third harmonic generation {#Sec3}
-------------------------

As being both theoretically predicted and experimentally confirmed^[@CR28]--[@CR33]^, Cd~3~As~2~ is a well-established room-temperature 3D Dirac semimetal with Fermi velocity about 10^5^ to 10^6^ m/s. Very compelling topological properties such as topological surface states and 3D quantum Hall effects have been realized in this system^[@CR34]--[@CR38]^. In high-quality Cd~3~As~2~ thin films prepared by molecular beam epitaxy^[@CR39]^, we observe HHG unprecedentedly up to the seventh order in the non-perturbative regime. THz harmonic radiation was recorded with femtosecond resolution at room temperature. Figure [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} displays the detected electric field as a function of time delay for the third harmonic radiation, induced by a multi-cycle pump pulse (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) with a peak field of 144 kV/cm characterized by its central frequency of *f* = 0.67 THz (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The power spectrum of the harmonic radiation is obtained by Fourier transformation of the time-domain signals, which exhibits a sharp peak at 3*f* = 2.01 THz (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The intensity of the harmonic radiation is nearly independent on the polarization of the pump pulse within the sample surface (see Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). To further characterize the third harmonic generation, we measured the time-resolved signals for different pump-pulse intensities. As summarized in Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the fluence dependence of the third harmonic radiations remarkably does not follow the cubic law, but exhibits a power-law dependence as *I*~3f~ ∝ *I*~f~^2.5^ on the pump-pulse intensity *I*~f~, which reveals a non-perturbative nonlinear response.Fig. 1Third harmonic generation in Cd~3~As~2~.**a** Time-resolved third-harmonic radiation characterized by its time-dependent electric field *E*(*t*) recorded at room temperature. **b** Normalized power spectra of the harmonic radiation 3*f* = 2.01 THz, and the excitation pulse *f* = 0.67 THz. **c** Dependence of the third-harmonic radiation intensity on the pump intensity (symbols) follows *I*~3f~ ∝ *I*~f~^2.5^ (dashed line). Fit of the theoretical results is shown for the relaxation time *τ* = 10 fs (solid line). The error bars indicate the noise level at the corresponding data point.Fig. 2THz-driven nonlinear kinetics and time-resolved distribution function.**a** Multicycle pump pulse of *f* = 0.67 THz characterized in air by its time-dependent electric field *E*(*t*). **b** The derived current density *j*(*t*) by solving the Boltzmann equation for *τ* = 10 and 30 fs, respectively, for the pump pulse with peak field strength of 110 kV/cm. **c**--**f** 3D and 2D illustration of the distribution function *f*(*t*,p) in the upper band of the Dirac cone, corresponding to *τ* = 10 fs for various time-delays as marked by the points 1--4 in **a**, **b** respectively. *ε* denotes energy. *p*~z~ denotes momentum component along the linearly-polarized pump-pulse electric field. *p*~⊥~ denotes momentum in the perpendicular direction. See Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Movies [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for more comparisons between *τ* = 10 and 30 fs.

THz driven nonlinear kinetics {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

To understand the non-perturbative harmonic generation, we performed real-time theoretical analysis of the THz driven kinetics of the 3D Dirac electrons. For the electron-doped system, interband electronic excitations are Pauli-blocked for one-photon transitions in the THz frequency range, thus we focus on the intraband kinetics of the nonequilibrium state by adopting a statistical approach of the Boltzmann transport theory. The initial state of thermodynamic equilibrium is defined by the room-temperature Fermi-Dirac distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the experimentally implemented THz pump pulses (see Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} for the waveform) with a typical electric-field peak strength of 110 kV/cm, the obtained current density (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and transient-state distribution functions are illustrated in Fig. [2c--f](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, corresponding to the representative time delays (red symbols) marked in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, for the experimental values of Fermi energy *ε*~F~ = 118 meV and Fermi velocity *v*~F~ = 7.8 × 10^5^ m/s as estimated from Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations^[@CR39]^, and the relaxation time *τ* = 10 fs. The electric field of the linearly-polarized pump pulse is set along the *p*~z~ direction.

The microscopic origin of HHG resides in the nonlinear kinetics of the electron distribution (see Fig. [2d--f](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) combined with the linear energy--momentum dispersion relation. Before the pump pulse arrives, the electrons in the upper band are in thermodynamic equilibrium, and fill the Dirac-cone up to around the Fermi energy according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution (Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). When the pump pulse is present, the electrons are not only accelerated by the THz electric fields, but at the same time also scattered. Although the latter process is dissipative, the former one can very efficiently accumulate energy into the electron subsystem, leading to a stretched and shifted distribution along the field. In particular, at the peak field (symbol point 2 marked in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), the distribution is most strongly stretched and shifted in the field direction (Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) resulting in the maximum current density and a peculiar flat-peak-like feature (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), thereby leading to very efficient HHG. In clear contrast to the Fermi-Dirac distribution of a thermodynamic equilibrium state that is spherically symmetric for the 3D Dirac electrons (manifested as circularly symmetric in the 2D plots); the obtained strongly stretched and highly asymmetric distribution due to the presence of the strong THz field evidently shows that the electron subsystem is far from thermodynamic equilibrium. As shown in Fig. [2f](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the electron distribution becomes nearly symmetric in low THz fields, indicating that a quasi-thermalized situation is reconciled in the low-field limit.

For various pump-pulse peak field strength, the intensity of the third-harmonic radiation is shown in Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} for relaxation time *τ* = 10 fs. The peak field strength in the sample is estimated as the average value over the film thickness. The theoretical results reproduce excellently the observed non-perturbative fluence dependence of the third-harmonic generation up to about 80 kV/cm of the peak field strength, though a deviation from the experimental data occurs at higher fluences. This deviation could be due to enhanced probability of interband multiphoton tunneling in the high electric-field limit, which is not included in our semi-classical analysis. Nevertheless, we found that the non-perturbative dependence on pump-pulse fluence is a generic feature of the THz driven nonequilibrium states in the Dirac semimetals. Furthermore, we found that efficiency and fluence-dependence of the THz HHG is very sensitive to the scattering rate 1/*τ*. By decreasing the scattering rate (or suppressing the dissipative processes), the transient distribution function is further stretched for the same electric-field strength, resulting in greater current density (c.f. *τ* = 30 fs in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and enhanced THz HHG (see Supplementary Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, and Supplementary Movie [1](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"} Supplementary Movie [2](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"} for the real-time evolution of the distribution driven by the THz pulse in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Our theoretical calculations further reveal that for a fixed scattering rate the harmonic generation is enhanced at a higher Fermi energy (see Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), which is compelling for further experimental studies.

Higher-order harmonic generation {#Sec5}
--------------------------------

In order to detect higher-order harmonic radiation, we utilized lower-frequency and strong-field THz pump pulses (see "Methods")^[@CR42]^. Figure [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the observed harmonic radiation up to the seventh order for the pump-pulse frequency of 0.3 THz (see Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} for the waveform). Only the odd-order harmonics are observed, providing the spectroscopic evidence for the existence of inversion symmetry in the crystalline structure of Cd~3~As~2~ (see ref. ^[@CR33]^). Our experimental results not only set the record for THz HHG in the 3D Dirac materials, but also present the striking observation of the non-perturbative fluence dependence for all the observed harmonic orders, as presented in Fig. [3c--e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3High-harmonic generations in Cd~3~As~2~.**a** Room-temperature spectrum of high-harmonic generations in Cd~3~As~2~ for **b** multicycle pump pulse of *f* = 0.3 THz, compared with air as a reference. Pump-intensity dependence of the **c** third-harmonic, **d** fifth-harmonic and **e** seventh-harmonic generation (symbols) follows the power laws of *I*~f~^2.6±0.1^, *I*~f~^2.8±0.1^, and *I*~f~^2.8±0.7^, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the corresponding perturbative power laws, i.e., ∝ *I*~f~^3^, *I*~f~^5^, and *I*~f~^7^. In **c**--**e**, the solid lines show the fitted theoretical results corresponding to the relaxation time *τ* = 10 fs. The error bars indicate the noise level at the corresponding data point.

For the third harmonic radiation, the fluence dependence is also slightly below the cubic power-law dependence, similar to the behavior for the 0.7 THz pump pulse. Moreover, for the higher-order harmonics, the deviation from the corresponding perturbative power-law dependence is further increased. These features are perfectly captured by our quantitative theoretical analysis. By implementing the experimental pump pulse (see Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) in our calculations, the time-resolved harmonic signals are derived as a function of pump-pulse fluence. The best fitting for all the experimentally observed HHG is achieved at *τ* = 10 fs (see Fig. [3c--e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The obtained value of *τ* = 10 fs is comparable to that in graphene as directly obtained via time-resolved and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopic measurements^[@CR43]^. While such measurements have not been reported in Cd~3~As~2~, an estimate based on the Shubnikov-de Haas measurements provides a *τ* value of the same order^[@CR39]^. These results strongly indicate that the THz field-driven nonlinear kinetics of the Dirac electrons is the mechanism responsible for the observed non-perturbative nonlinear response in Cd~3~As~2~. Although for the seventh harmonic the experimental uncertainty is enhanced at the lowest fluence, the fluence dependence far away from the perturbative one is a clear and consistent experimental and theoretical observation. The non-perturbative response could be qualitatively understood in a way that the effective nonlinear susceptibilities are also function of the THz field due to the higher-order nonlinear response. We note that the observed non-perturbative response suggests that the experimental setting is close to but still below the so-called high-harmonic plateau regime, in which the HHG intensity remains almost constant for the high orders and drops abruptly at a cutoff frequency as found in gases as well as in solids^[@CR1],[@CR20]^.

Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

The established mechanism of THz HHG here based on the driven nonlinear kinetics of Dirac electrons is different from those mechanisms proposed for HHG in graphene^[@CR7],[@CR14],[@CR16],[@CR17]^, in which either the interband transitions were found playing the dominant role or the intraband electron subsystem is assumed to thermalize quasi-instantaneously. In contrast, in the context of the 3D Dirac system, we found that, firstly, in the presence of strong THz fields, the entire intraband distribution is strongly stretched and highly asymmetric, denying a description using the Fermi-Dirac distribution of thermodynamic equilibrium states that is symmetric along the Dirac cone. Secondly, for the intraband kinetics, the linear energy-momentum dispersion is crucial for the THz HHG, whereas for a parabolic dispersion in the single-particle picture, the induced radiation field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In conclusion, we have observed THz driven HHG up to the seventh order unprecedentedly in the 3D Dirac semimetal Cd~3~As~2~. The fluence dependence of all the observed HHG was found well beyond the perturbative regime. By performing real-time quantitative analysis of the THz field-driven intraband kinetics of the Dirac electrons using the Boltzmann transport theory, we have established the nonlinear intraband kinetics as the mechanism for the observed THz HHG in Cd~3~As~2~. The mechanism found here for THz HHG is expected to be universal in the vast family of 3D Dirac and Weyl materials^[@CR44]^, which provides strategies for pursuing high efficiency of THz HHG, and establishes HHG as a sensitive tool for exploring the interplay of various degrees of freedom. Towards the high electric-field regime, an experimental realization of THz HHG plateau in the Dirac materials and a full quantum-mechanical dynamic analysis are still outstanding from both the fundamental and the application points of view. Recently, non-perturbative THz third-harmonic generation in Cd~3~As~2~ was also reported in Ref. ^[@CR45]^.

Methods {#Sec7}
=======

Terahertz spectroscopy {#Sec8}
----------------------

We performed terahertz THz HHG experiments with THz sources based on a femtosecond laser system and on a linear electron accelerator. For the former, broadband THz radiation was generated through tilted pulse front scheme utilizing lithium niobate crystal^[@CR46]--[@CR48]^. With initial laser pulse energy around 1.5 mJ at 800 nm central wavelength and 100 fs pulse duration broadband THz radiation with up to 3 µJ pulse energy was generated. At the linear accelerator in Helmholtz Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, multi-cycle superradiant THz pulses were generated in an undulator from ultra-short relativistic electron bunches^[@CR42]^. The generated THz radiation is carrier envelope phase stable, linear polarized with tunable emitted radiation frequency. The accelerator was operated at 100 kHz and was synchronized with an external femtosecond laser system. The latter served as probe in electro-optical sampling. To achieve high level of synchronization, a pulse-resolved detection scheme was employed^[@CR49]^. To produce narrow-band THz radiation, corresponding bandpass filters were used (see Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for more information).

Sample preparation and characterization {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------

High-quality thin films of Cd~3~As~2~ were grown by PerkinElmer (Waltham, MA) 425B molecular beam epitaxy system^[@CR39]^. The substrate of fresh-cleaved 2-inch mica (\~70 µm in thickness) was annealed at 300 °C for 30 min to remove absorbed molecules. Then 10 nm-thick CdTe was deposited as buffer layer before the Cd~3~As~2~ growth. Cd~3~As~2~ bulk material (99.9999%, American Elements Inc., Los Angeles, CA) was evaporated on to CdTe at 170 °C. The growth was in situ monitored by reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) system. The sample surface is parallel to the crystallographic (112) plane. Part of the sample was patterned in Hall bar geometry and performed magnetic resistance measurement on physical properties measurement system (PPMS) (Quantum Design Inc.). Fermi energy and Fermi velocity of the 120 nm-thick Cd~3~As~2~ samples was estimated as *E*~F~ = 118 meV and *v*~F~ = 7.8 × 10^5^ m/s from the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations. THz transmission was characterized in the linear response regime by standard electro-optical sampling scheme.

Kinetic theory {#Sec10}
--------------

Our theoretical analysis employed a statistical approach of the semiclassical Boltzmann transport theory with an effective relaxation time^[@CR40],[@CR41],[@CR50]--[@CR53]^. The semiclassical description of particles is captured by a single particle distribution function *f*(*t*, **r**, **p**) in phase space. Observables can be calculated as integrals over momentum space. In order to calculate *f*(*t*, **r**, **p**) one needs to solve the Boltzmann equation$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The ordinary differential equation is solved numerically with the experimental THz fields as an input. Having the distribution function, we calculate its moments to get current density. The expression for current density has the following form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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